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Access to Documents - FAQ

1) Which e-mails should be registered?
Any e-mail containing important information, which is not short-lived and it is likely to require action, follows-up or reply from the Commission. The decision to register 
or not should be based on analytic evaluation of content and context.
2) Which types of e-mails can be the object of a request for access to documents?
We often get requests for "all correspondence including e-mails" and consider the e-mails that are important and pertinent to the file.
3) Could you present some examples of e-mails, which have been disclosed in the frame of a request for access to documents?
Example A

e-mail concerning the EPP Group Hearing on Horizon 2020 and the European Institute of Innovation & Technology, disclosed the frame of a request for access to 
documents seeking to obtain any letters, documentation of meetings and email correspondence in relation to the Communications "A policy framework for climate and 
energy in the period from 2020 to 2030” and "Energy prices and costs in Europe"
WHY TO REGISTER? because the emmi contains RELEVANT INFORMATION PERTINENT TO THE FILE and REQUIRES A FOLLOW-UP 
Subject: EPP Hearing on Horizon 2020 and the European Institute of Innovation &
Technology, 19/02 pm 
Importance: High 
Dear colleagues,
Please find bellow the details of the EPP Group Hearing on Horizon 2020 and the European Institute of Innovation & Technology - Transforming Innovation 
and Research Excellence in Southern Europe and the Mediterranean that will take place on Wednesday, February 19, 2014 - 15:00- 18.00 in the EP, room JAN6Q2. 
The event hosted by XX, MEP, has the following timetable:

Opening Address:
Speakers
X, Greek Presidency of the European Council 

First Panel:
Academic excellence and knowledge transfer to society. This panel will address the societal challenges specific to Southern Europe and discuss the difficulties in 
transferring the results of excellent research to products and services that benefit citizens.
Speakers 
X, Moderator
X, Instituto de Medicina Molecular
X, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Lausanne
X, Manager of Innovation and Technology, Iberdrola Redes, Spain
Second Panel:
The new tools of Horizon 2020 and the ЕГТ for Southern Europe. Horizon 2020 includes a number of new instruments to bridge the innovation divide in Europe. This 
panel will discuss how southern countries see those instruments in addressing problems such as increasing participation and the brain drain.
Speakers 
X, Moderator
X, Hellenic Technology Clusters Initiative 
X, 1ST (Instituto Superior Técnico)
Third Panel:
Research Cooperation with the Mediterranean basin. Geographical conditions and endogenous resources of the Mediterranean basin offer major research 
opportunities for its neighbouring countries. This panel will discuss how synergies should be established.
Speakers 
X, Moderator
X, Head of Brussels Liaison Unit. Office for European and International Relations. CNR-National 
Research Council of Italy.
X, University of Evora 
X, Harokopio University of Athens 
Closing Remarks 
Speakers

X, Director, DG Research and Innovation, European Commission

Could you please let us know asap if somebody from Al would be able to attend and provide us with a short summary of the debate?
For more information, please visit the following page: hftn://www.eoDarnuQ.eu/eysnl-/EPP-Grouo-Heartna-on-Horizan-202Q-and-the-Err

Example B: an e-mail containing a link to a document on the same topic

WHY TOjLEGISTER? The e-mail containsINFORMATION RECEIVED FROM EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDERS ON THE TOPIC OF THE REQUEST
Dear Mr X,
In view of the next European Parliament elections, the European Steel Association, EUROFER, is pleased to send you its Manifesto 2014-18, for your information.
The Manifesto outlines facts and figures of the European Steel Industry as well as key recommendations to the European institutions.
The Manifesto can also be downloaded on EUROFER website: www.eurofer.eu/
In addition, with regard to the EU Summit taking place this week, you’ll find enclosed a letter signed by 64 CEOs representing 100% of EU steel production urging the 
heads of state and government to restore balance between industrial, energy, and, climate policies to preserve Industrial competitiveness in Europe.
Yours Sincerely,

Example C: an e-mail containing the agenda, participants list and conclusions of a meeting, disclosed in the frame of a request seeking all 
correspondence on the topic of shale gas

WHY TO REGISTER? The email contains RELEVANT INFORMATION RECEIVED FROM AN EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDER, WHICH ARE PERTINENT TO THE 
FILE and REQUIRES A FOLLOW-UP
Subject: Shale Gas meeting 3 June 2013 
Dear All,
Thank-you very much for participating in our shale gas discussion on June 3rd. Please find enclosed the agenda, participants list, and the summary and conclusions 
we arrived to during the meeting, as well as the presentations that were used. Link to the presentations: httn://spndit.cefic.ora,'DHZ/Dowi'iÎDad.3SPX,UID--72f73ci··? I
-31f0-42e0-ad78-592e37cd6fla <htfn://sendit.cefic.oro/DMZ/DownLoad.asox?UID=72f78de5-31ffl-42eQ-ad73-592e37cd6fla>
Please let us know if you have any amendments to the draft minutes (by Friday June 14th) or comments or need any additional information.

Best Regards,
X
Director Industrial Policy
CERC (European Chemical Industry Council)

h;;o:.Twww.cefc.org <http://www.cefic.ora/>
Best regards,
Senior Assistant 

Industrial Policy Programme 
Petrochemistry Programme

https://myintracomm.ec.europa.eu/dg/grow/how/dealwith/communication/obligation-t... 11/10/2016
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Example D: an e-mail disclosed in the frame of a request for access to documents on the topic of diesel seeking for all correspondence 
(including emails and Its regulation, taxation, emissions)

WHY TO REGISTER? The e-mail contains RELEVANT INFORMATION RECEIVED FROM AN EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDER, RELATED TO THE POLICIES OF THE 
INSTITUTION and REQUIRES A FOLLOW-UP

Subject: EMISSION CONTROL DEFEAT DEVICES ADVERTISED ON THE WEB 
Importance: High 
Dear X and Y,
Once again the company "ECUFIash" are advertising their solution to delete AdBlue 
warnings as well as reprogramming engine ECUs, see:
http:,','www.ecuf!ash. co.uk/adblue-removal/
Some 2 years ago when this issue came up, vehicle manufacturers managed to have the association of this website with their company removed, i.e. the company 
logos were removed from the website. However, the logos are now back on the website and vehicle manufacturers are taking steps to have them removed again. 
Earlier today I copied Klaus an example where the US authorities siezed a website domain name from a company selling 'illegal' information that was against the 
interests of vehicle manufacturers. Can't the EU also act like the US Department of Homeland Security and take similar measures against websites offering goods or 
services that are against the common interest?
While the definition of 'illegal' may not work in this case (not illegal for ecuflash to sell the devices but maybe illegal for a vehicle owner to be caught using them - if 
that's at all possible), is it not at least time for the type approval framework directive to start inserting items into Annex XIII and impose the approval conditions of 
Article 31.
Clearly, the devices on this web-page pose a significant risk to the correct functioning of essential (approved) environmental systems.
Most grateful for your advice how this issue can be followed up at EU level to stop such devices being sold that defeat the objective of EU legislation and the 
substantial investments by industry into complying with EU legislation, 
best regards,

https://myintracomm.ec.europa.eu/dg/grow/how/dealwith/communication/obligation-t... 11/10/2016
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